
What if stories really can move mountains? If you could be more confident your
storytelling was moving the right mountains? This workshop helps you consider
which mountain you are burning to move and how best to apply your storytelling in
moving it.

Carl Gough has developed effective tools that will dramatically help you with applied
storytelling, creating and telling stories in a way that supports the changes you would
like to see in this world. Whether your mountain be climate change, social justice,
women’s liberation, racism, oppression or any other issue - this workshop will help
you

find your true mountain 
recognise how to move it to a better place 
pursue greater impact whilst keeping the magic of storytelling alive

How rewarding!

The best way to get an idea of this magic will be Carl’s show ‘Nexus’. ‘Nexus’ will be
presented the evening right before the workshop and your ticket is included as part
of the weekend workshop package. 

But beware! Things might change for you after this ...

A Workshop by Carl Gough from Wales
Carl has been telling stories since 2005, with a diverse career and life
experience before that. Enter Covid. An experienced workshop
facilitator, social enterprise and charity advisor, biologist and
environmental educator, Carl then realised he needed to revive the
belief and optimism of his younger self. Reconnecting to what matters
has changed Carl as a human being and particularly as a storyteller.
Share his inspiration at www.storytelling.wales.
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A Workshop For Dedicated Storytellers

InGermany

14.-15. September 2024, Sat from 10 to 18, Sun from 10 to 17

Magnus-Hirschfeld-Centrum, Borgweg 8, 22303 Hamburg

250 € inkl. VAT, drinks, snacks & Nexus ticket

Early bird rebate until 30. April 2024: 220 €

Please do! Until 2. July 2024 at besser-erzaehlen@web.de

Minimum 10, maximum 20

https://meike-erzaehlt.de/fortbildung-fuer-erzaehler/

Meike Mabelle  +49-178-824 01 63


